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C A T E G O R I E S OF O R D E R E D S E T S 
M. SEKANINA (BBNO) 
.Received August 15, 1967 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In this paper the categories are studied, in which objects are ordered 
sets and morphisms various kinds of homomorphic (i.e. isotone) maps. 
The basic properties of A-, B-, C- homomorphisms have been 
described in [6]. Some aspects of Culfk's results are generalized in 
section 2. In sections 5 and 6 the completeness in the sense of [9] is 
dealt with. Section 7 is devoted to the problem of so called "stable ordering 
of full-relation subobjects", section 8 to a study of automorphisms class 
group. In section 9 categories with ordered sets of morphisms are de-
fined. Section 10 deals with the operations in the category of ordered 
sets with distinguished elements. 
Let us recall that in several questions dealing with ordered sets there 
are also important several other kinds of mappings, e.g. convergence 
mappings (let us mention [10], [13] as ones of the most recent papers 
on this subject) or strong homomorphisms (see [4]) important in con-
structing of universal categories (see [11]). Many results on categories 
of ordered sets can be found in [1]. 
The studied categories are examples of the structured categories 
in the sense of [8] (see also related considerations in [4]). Further, it is 
possible to assign to every ordered set A a topology on A (e.g. so called 
left-topology, where the system {{x : « ^ f l } ;aeA} forms a subbase 
of the system of open sets) so that isotone mappings are continuous. 
Categories of topological spaces have been studied in many papers 
(e.g. [12], [14], [15], [23]). A generalisation of the results of this paper 
to more general types of structured categories, especially a comparison 
with results on categories of topological spaces are intended to be content 
of further research. 
1. B A S I C N O T I O N S 
1-1. The definitions of basic notions of the theory of categories are 
taken from [16]. The class of all objects or morphisms of a category Jf* 
is denoted as O (Jf) or M (Jf) respectively. In diagrams >-> denotes 
a monomorphism, —» an epimorphism. If it is necessary to emphazise 
that a set of morphisms of a into b in the category J f is considered we 
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write Ejf(a, 6). In the most cases morphisms are denoted by small 
Greek letters. Recall tha t for oc: a ->b, />: b —> c it is a/?: a —> c. If the 
objects of a category J f are sets, then they are denoted by capital letters. 
If it is said nothing else (e.g. in Jf6—see below—the objects are non 
empty sets) the empty set is always taken in considerations, too. If 
A, B are two sets, then a mapping cp of the set A in the set B is a triple 
[A, B, Fj, where F c A X B and for each a e A there exists exactly 
one element b e B such a t (a, b> e F. If A, H are sets with some struc-
ture, then we suppose tha t the symbols A, B represent also this structure. 
Mostly, in the sequel, F represents the whole triple. If, especially, 
A = 0, then [0, B, 0] is the only mapping of 0 in B. If B ^ 0, there 
exists no mapping of B in 0. Let us add tha t Godel— Bernays system 
is taken as a foundation of the set theory. If a: A -> B, X c A and 
y e B, then (y) cr1 = {x: x e A, (x) oc = y}. (X) ot = {y:yeB,y = (x) oc 
for a certain x e X}. 
If F is a functor mapping a category J f in a category jSf, the values 
of F in an object a and a morphisms a are denoted as (a) F, (a) F. 
1.2. Binary relation (further only relation) D on a set A is a subset 
of A X A (i.e. o <z A X ^4). The set A provided with Q is denoted also 
as (A , Q). Let (Ax, QX), (A2, Q2) be two sets with relations. cp a mapping 
of Ax in A2 such tha t XQ^y => (#) <PQ2(y) <p for all #, y £ A.x. Then (p is 
called a homomorphism of the set (Ax, QX) in the set (A2, Q2). Let Q 
be a relation on a set A, X c JL Let £>' = Q f) X X X Let t be the 
identity mapping of X in .A, i.e. (x) t = x for all x e X. Then £ is called 
the inclusion mapping of (X, Q') in (A, Q). SO, if inclusion mapping of 
a subset X of a set (A, Q) is talked about, we have in mind X provided 
with the restriction of the relation Q (X is then called full-relation 
subobject). Moreover, if a distinguished point a or a; is defined in A or X 
respectively, then the described mapping i will be called an inclusion 
mapping, if x = a. 
1.3. If Q is a reflexive, antisymetric and transitive relation on a set A, 
then (A, Q) is an ordered set. As a rule, instead of Q the symbol <J 
(and its modifications) is written . If every two elements of an ordered 
set A are comparable, A is called a chain, if every two distinct elements 
of A are incomparable, the A is an antichain. 
Let (A, g ) , (B, ^ ) be two ordered sets and cp a homomorphism 
of A in B. Consider the following properties of (p. 
(1) x < y => (x) (p < (y) (p. 
(2) x || y => (x) cp || (y) cp (x \\ y means x and y are incomparable). 
(3) x || y =.• (x) <p || (y) <p or (x) (p = (y) (p. 
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<p is called an A-homomoprhism (5-homomorphism, O-homomorphism, 
respectively) if (2)[(1) and (3), (3) respectively] is valid (see [6]). 
Let X be a subset of an ordered set A and for y e A — X following 
property be satisfied: if xx, x2 e X then 
y < xx => y < x2, 
y > xx => y > x2. 
Such a subset X will be called an embedded subset of A. In [6] 2.L, 
3.L, 4.1. there is proved: 
1.3.a. If cp is A- (B- or C-) homomorphism of A in B, then {(b) <p~l: 
b e (A) cp} is a decomposition of A in embedded chains (antichains or 
ordered sets respectively). 
As for the decompositions of the sets the terminology of the book [3J 
will be used. If R is a decomposition on a set A, then (a) x means that 
element of R, for which a e (a) x. So, « i s a mapping of A onto R and 
it is called the canonical mapping for the decomposition R . If cp is a 
mapping of a set X in a set Y then {(y) cp-1; y e (X) <p} is a decomposition 
of X and the mapping <p of this decomposition in Y induced by cp is 
defined by [(y) cp'1] cp = y. 
We shall deal with the following categories. 
Notation Objects Morphisms 
Jf1 all sets with relation homomorphisms 
JT2 all ordered sets homomorphisms 
JT3 all ordered sets A-homomorphisms 
JT4 all ordered sets H-homomorphisms 
J f 5 all ordered sets C-homomorphisms 
J f 6 all ordered sets homomorphisms map-
with distinguished element ping 
the distinguished element 
in distinguished element. 
It is evident that all properties of the category are satisfied in all 
these cases. The objects of the category Jtf6 are denoted as (A, a, ^ ) , 
where A is the corresponding set and a the distinguished element of A. 
1.4. Evidently following assertions are valid. 
a) Jf*2 is a full subcategory in J^x. 
b) JT{ is a subcategory in C^2for i — 3, 4, 5. 
c) J f 3 and $f 4 are subcategories of Jfry. 
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2. INVERSIBLE MAPPING, MONOMORPHISM, 
EPIMORPHISM 
2.1. Let (A, Q), (AX, QXYJE 0(Jfx), <p e Hjr^A, Q), (AX) QX)] a one-to-one 
mapping of A onto (in) Ax and 
(•) XQУ = [(x) <p] Qt[(y) <p] 
for all x,y eA. Then <p is a relation-isomorphism (a relationisomorphic 
mapping) of (A, Q) onto (in) (Ax, QX). If, instead of (a) XQy == [(?,/) 9?] 
&[(*) 9̂ ] * s valid, <p is called a relation-antiisomorphism (a relation-
antiisomorphic mapping). 
2.2. If i = l9...69A9Be O p Q , <p e H^A, B), 
a) <p is inversible in Ctif {, if and only if <p is a relation-isomorphism. 
b) <p is a monomorphism in Jtri, if and only if <p is one-to-one. 
c) <p is an epimorphism in Jf{, if and only if <p is onto. 
Proof, b) and c) is proved for Jf2 in [1], 1.2.4 p. 27 and 1.2.8., p. 29). 
Other cases are quite similar. Also a) is evident. 
2.3. Let JT be a full subcategory in JT%- (i = 2, 3, 4, 5), a e H^(A9 B) 
a monomorphism in $\. Then a is one-to-one. 
Proof. Let i = 3, 4, 5. Let x e (A) a. Then (x) or1 is an embedded 
chain, antichain or ordered set, respectively, in the set A. Let y e (x) or1. 
Define ft: A ~> A so: (z) /? = z for z non 6 (x) or1, (z) /5 = y for z e (x) or1, 
fi is an element of M (Jf{) and /?a = a. As a is a monomorphism, ft is 
uniquely determined, so card (x) or1 = 1. 
Let i = 2. Notation will be as above. Admit card (x) or1 > 1. Let 
xx,x2e (x) or
1, xx^x2. Let (z) fa = # ; for zeA and j = 1, 2. Then 
/?;- G M(Jf2), /Sxa = /?2a and fix =$£ /?2, a contradiction. 
2.4. 2.3 is ?w>£ vâ w? /or i = 1,6. 
Proof, a) i = 1. Let _4 = {#, ^} with the relation {<#, ?/>}, J5 = {z} 
with the relation {<z, z>}. Then the full subcategory in Jfx with .A and B 
as objects has the mapping <p: A ~> B, (x) <p = (y) <p = z as a mono-
morphism. 
b) i =- 6. Let A and .B have the following Hasse-diagrams with x and v 





(I) (p = w is a monomorphism in the full subcategory of category J^6 
with A and B as objects. 
2.5. Let Crif be a full subcategory of J f 2 or Jf*6, a an epimorphism in Jf*, 
a: A -> B, A •=£ 0. .Then a is owfo. 
Proof, a) Let J f be a subcategory of CriT2. Admit x e B — (-A) a. 
Let xx, yxe B, xx < yx. Define fil9 f}2: B -> B in the following way: 
(z) fix = yx for all z = #, (z) fix = â  otherwise; (z) /32 = ^ for all z > x, 
(z) P2 = xi otherwise. Clearly ocftx = a/?2 and /3x, j82Gif(Jf). So a is 
not an epimorphism. 
If B is an antichain, take in the place of xx and yx two distinct elements. 
The constructions of fix and f}2 run as above. 
Note. If J f contains H with card B = 2, then the assertion is true 
also for . 4 = 0 . If J f does not contain such an object, then every 
morphism is epimorphism. 
b) Let JT be a full subcategory of Jf6. As above, let x e B —• (A) oc. 
Let b be the distinguished element of B. Clearly x ^ b. 
First, suppose x comparable with b, for instance x > b. Construct fix, fl2 
as in a) with xx = b, yx = x. If x < b, put xx = x, yx = b. 
At second, let x || b. If there is an element x' e B — {b} comparable 
with b, the procedure is as above taking x' instead of x, if x' > b. If 
w' < b, then /?a, /?2 can be constructed in the dual way, i.e. 
(z) flx = x' for all z :g x, (z) fix = b otherwise. 
, (z) fi^ = x' for all z < x, (z) fix = b otherwise. 
So, let b be incomparable with all the elements of the set B —{b}. 
Let card B — {b} ^ 2. Then on B —- {b} the constructions of (}x and f}2 
run as in a) and put (b) fix = (b) f}2 = b. If B — {b} = {x}, put (b) /3X = 
= (#) px = b, fi2 the identity. 
In all cases f}x, j32eif(jf), a/3x = aj82, so a is not an epimorphism in J.T. 
2.6. Proposition 2.5. is not valid for Jfx, Jf3, J f 4, Jf5. 
Proof. Define the following mappings ocx, a5: A —>B, which are not 
diito, nevertheless can be easily proven to be epimorphisms in the 
corresponding two object full subcategories of Jf\ or Jf5 , respectively, 
ad i = 1. A = {x} with the relation 0, B = {y, z} with the relation 
{<y>y>} a n d (x)*x = z. 
ad i — 5. Let Hasse diagrams of A and B be as follows and (x) och = u, 
(y)ocB = v. 
ъ v 
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Further, a5 £ M(Jf 3) n M(JfTA). So, according to 1.4.c. a5 is an 
epimorphism in the full subcategories spanned by the objects A and B 
in Jf 3 and JfA. 
3. V-SUBCATEGORIES 
3.1.A non empty class V of ordered sets will be called a variety, if it 
contains with an element A all elements relation-isomorphic to A. So 
Ae V, Be 0(Jf2), B relation-isomorphic to A. => B e V. 
Let V be a variety and J f a subcategory of J f 2 such that 
1. There exists at least one non empty object in O(Jf). 
2. If <p e M(Jf), <p: A -> B, then (x) <p~l e V for all x e B. 
Then Jf is called a V-subcategory in Jf2. 
3.2. V 6emg a variety a V-subcategory exists if and only if V contains 
a one-point set. 
Clear. 
3.3. Let V be a variety containing a one-point set. Following assertions are 
equivalent. 
1. The greatest V-subcategory exists. 
2. V possesses the following properties: 
a) V is closed under the lexicografical summation, i.e. for A(, Be V, ieB 
it is YJ A% e V. 
ieB 
b) If (B, Q) e V and ox is an ordering of B with o, <= Q (so Q is an extension 
ofQi), then (B, QX) e V. 
Proof. Let J f be the greatest of all V-subcategories. Let BeV, 
C = {c}, <p: B -> {c} (so beB => (5) 99 = c). 99 e M(JiT) since the category 
with JB and C as objects and with the identidy mappings together with <p 
as morphisms is a V-subcategory, so contained in Jf. Let P ==- £ Ai9 
ieB 
A( e V, be the lexicografical sum (i.e. the set of all <i, a>, where i e J5, 
a e -4t- and <i, a> <J <i', a'> if and only if i < i' or i == i' and a <J a'). 
Let <i, a> yj = i for all i e J5, o e A(. By similar arguments as for 99, 
y> e M(Jf). So W 6 Jf(Jf). Then (c) ( W ) ^
x = P, so P e V. Hence a) for 
V is satisfied. 
Further, (B, ox) being the set of b), % the mapping of (B, QX) in (B, Q) 
defined by identity is a morphism of Jf. So #99 e M(Jf) (99 as above). 
But (c) (;^)-i = (J5, ox). We get (B, Ql) e V. 
On the contrary, let a) and b) satisfied for V. 
Define the category Jf as follows. 0(X) = 0(X2) and 
<p e M(Jf) = <p 6 if(Jf2) and, if #: 4̂ -> B, then (a?) y-
1 6 V for # e -B. 
J f is realy a subcategory of Jf2- Namely, if 90: A -> B, y>: B ->C, 
<p,tpe M(Jf), ceC, then (c) f ^ F and b e B => (b) cp-1 e V. Put 
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S = (c) ((pf)\ S' = £ (b) ^ - i . By a) S' e V. Lot x eS, (x) q> e (c) ip1. 
P u t (x) x = <(#) 9?, %)> X *s clearly a homomorphic mapping of S 
onto S' and is one-to-one. So. by b) and the definition of the variety, 
SeV. 
As one-point sets are elements of (r, identity maps are elements of 
M(X). 
3.4. Let V be a variety. V-subcategory Jf of Jf*2 is called a regular 
V-subcategory of K2 if 
(p: A~>B, (psM(Jf), xeB=>(x)(pl is embedded in A (see 1.3). 
3.5. Let V be a variety. Let there exist the greatest regular V-subcategory J f 
of Jf2. Then V = {X: X one-point set} or V = {X: X one-point set or 
empty set}. 
Proof . Admit (A, Q) e V, card A ^ 2. Let (B, QX) be isomorphic to 
(A, Q), A n B = 0 and c non e A [) B. Pu t D = A U JB U {c} and 
Q" = Q\J Q1\J {<(c, a> : a e A} u {<c, c>}. @" is clearly an ordering of D. 
(D, O") e O(Jf), as Jf ' , where 0 p f ' ) = {D} and M(JP) contains only 
the identity on D is a regular V-subcategory. By similar arguments one 
proves O(JQ — {0} <= Opf). Let E = {x,y,z}, x ^yv^z^x and 
x^y, V ^ z, Let 99: (D, £") -> K, (A) 99 = {a?}, (5) (p = {2}, (c) 99 = y. 
j f being the greatest regular V-subcategory, 99 e M(3C). 
Now, we shall prove t ha t two-point antichain is an element of V. 
Let F = {u, v} be an antichain, u1,v1e A two distinct elements of A. 
Put (^) x = % , («) Z = v i - Clearly # e i^(JT) and (a?) (X9?)_1 = F- So 
F e V. Now, the subset {x, z} of i£ is embedded and {x, z} e V. If G = 
= {s, t}, s < t, (x) ^p = (z) xp = t, (y) xp == s, then xp e M(Jf) and hence 
(pyeM(jT). Nevertheless, (t) ((pxp)~l = A U B and A U B is not 
embedded in D. 
Notes, a) Let "X be the following category: O(Jf) = JT 2 , M(JT) = 
= {99: 99 G M(X2), 99 one-to-one onto }, then J f is the greatest regular 
V-subcategory for V = {X: X one -point set}. 
b) If "on to" in the definition of M(Jf) is omitted, one gets the greatest 
regular V-subcategory for V = {X: X one pointed or empty set}. 
3.6. Let V be a variety closed under the lexicografical summation 
containing one-point sets and 0. Define the category J f in the following 
way. 
1. 0(X) = OpQ. 
2. (peM(Jf) = q>€ M(Jf2) and, if 99: A -> B, following property is 
satisfied >•• '•• - *- ••: 
t*) MX is embedded in B, l e Vy then (K) (p~
l e V and (X) (p-1 is 
embedded in ^4. . 
Theorem. Jt* is a maximal regular V-subcategory of X2^ 
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Proof. 
1. $f is a subcategory of Jf 2. Namely 
1.1. Identity mappings are clearly elements of M(J4T). 
1.2. Let <p: A —> B, ^p: B —> C', <p and ^ satisfying (*) and <p, y e J f ( ^ 2 ) 
Let X cz O, X e V, X embedded in C. Then (X) ^p~l is embedded in B 
and (X) yr 1 e V, so (X) ^p-1(p-1 is embedded in .4 and (X) \p~1cp~1 e V. 
So cp\p satisfies (*). 
2. J f is a regular V-subcategory. 
In proving that it suffices to put in 1.2. X equal to one-point set. 
3. Admit the existence of a regular V-subcategory Jf*', for which 
M(Jf') * M(Jt). Let %eM(X') ~ M(JT), %: A -> H. Let X be em-
bedded in B, X e V, (X) yr~x not embedded in A. Let B' be the decompo-
sition on B, the elements of which are the set X and one-point subsets 
{y}, where y e B — X. Define the order on B' in such a way: 
{x} ^ {y} == x <g u for x,y eB — X. 
{x} ^ X ~ (zeX ^ x ^z) for .r e H - X. 
I ^ { ; r } = ( 2 G l ^ 2 g x ) for xeB - X. 
Let 9? be the canonical mapping of B onto B'. Clearly <p e M(J4T), so 
95 e M(JT'). But (X) (xy)'1 is not embedded in A, which contradicts Jf ' 
to be a regular V-subcategory in J^2. 
3.7. Let V consist of all chains (dllantichains, V = 0(Ctf2), respectively). 
Then JT3 (Jf4
 o r *̂ *5» respectively) is a regular V-subcategory and M(Jtiri) c 
c i f p f ) (Jf constructed in 3.6). H is Jf?: ^ JT. 
Proof. Clearly in all cases V contains one point sets and is closed 
under lexicografical summation. Assertion on Jfi to be a regular V-sub-
category follows from 1.3. J f p Q c M(X) follows by [6], 2.2., 4.2. 
and remark on p. 507. For proving Jf\: ^ J f let us take A and B with 
Hasse diagrams as follows and (a) 95 = c, (b) <p = e. Then 99 e M(Jf) 
(for i = 3, 4, 5) and <p is not a C-homomorphism. 
A - ° o g 
3.8. Notes. 1. If 0 non e V, all other assumption of 3.6. being satisfied, 
take only epimorphisms of Jf2 in the construction corresponding to 
that of Jf. Resulting category is a maximal regular V-subcategory, too. 
Proof runs as for Jf\-
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2. One can prove by means of the axiom of choice existence of maximal 
regular V-subcategory for every variety in J f \ . In 3.6., i.e. in the 
case that V is closed under the lexicografical summation, no use of 
axiom of choice has been made. It is an open question, if in general case 
axiom of choice is needed. 
4 . WEAKLY I N I T I A L OBJECT, WEAKLY TERMINAL O BJECT, 
GENERATOR AND COGENERATOR 
4.1. Let J f be a category, a e O(Jf). 
1. a is called weakly initial (terminal) if for every y e Opf) with 
eventual exception for one object of J^, H^ (a, y) 9= 0 (H^(y, a) -7-= 0). 
2. a is called a generator (cogenerator) of CtiT, if a is weakly initial 
(terminal) and for oc, fl e H^b, c), a 7-= /? there exists f e H^(a, b) 
(f e Htf(c, a)) so that fa ?= f0(af -7= 0f). 
4.2. Notes. Ad 1. In [17] p. 42 initial and terminal objects are defined. 
There uniqueness of a mapping a ~>y (y -> a) is demanded and no excep-
tion allowed. 
Ad 2. In [16] p. 22 one speaks about entire (coentire) objects, definition 
of which is as for generator (cogenerator) again without any exception. 
In definition of generator (cogenerator) in [18], p. 72 one does not require 
for a to be weakly initial (terminal). 
4.3. a) Let (A, Q) e 0 (J f x). (A, Q) is weakly initial in Jf1, if and only 
if Q = 0. 
b) Each object of J^2 (J^5 or J^6) is weakly initial. 
c) (-4, ^ ) e O ( J f 3 ) is weakly initial in J^z exactly when (A, g ) is 
a chain. 
d) (A, ^ ) 6 0(3C^ is weakly initial in J{T4, when it is an antichain. 
Proof. Ad a) Let (S, 0) e 0(XX). Then HX((A, Q), (S, 0)) =* 0 => 0 = 0. 
The converse is clear. 
Ad b) Let (S, ^ ) e 0(Jf\) (i = 2, 5, 6), 8^0. Let a;e S(if * = 6 
let x be the distinguished element of S). Put y: A -> S, (a) <p = x for 
all a e A. Clearly <p e H^ (A, S). 
Ad c) Let (S, ^ ) be chain. Then J3> (-4, S) ^ 0 => (-4, ^ ) is a chain. 
Ad d) Similarly as in ad c). 
4.4. We evidently get 
In Jf{ (i = 1, . . ., 5) initial object is empty. 
In J^6 initial object is each one-point set. 
4.5. a) (A, Q) eO(Jfl) is weakly terminal in Jfx exactly when there 
exists x e A such that (x, x) e Q. 
b) In Jf{ (i = 2, 5, 6) every non empty set is weakly terminal. 
c) In J^3 and Jf4 nO weakly terminal objects exist. 
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Proof . Ad a) Clear. 
Ad b) As in 4.3. b). 
Ad c) Let (A, ^) e 0(Jfz) (0(JfA)) be an antichain (chain) with 
a cardinality m. Let B e 0(Jf3) (0(Jf4)), cpeH(A.B). Then card 
| (A ) cp] I> m. So no weakly terminal object exists. 
4.6. a) (A, Q) e 0(J^X) is terminal, if and only if A = {x}, Q = {(x, X
s)}. 
b) (A, Q) G O(Jf,) (i = 2, 5, 6) is terminal, if and only if A is a one 
point set. 
Proof . Clear. 
4.7. a) In JiT. (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) every non empty weakly initial object 
is a generator. Empty object is not a generator. 
b) Jn j f g (A, a, Q) is a generator, if it contains at least two connected 
components. 
Proof , a) Clear 
Ad b) Let (A, a, Q) have at least two connected components. Let 
(N,n,v), (P,p, 7t)eO(Jf6), cp, y: N-> P, cp^y. Let c be such an 
element of N t h a t (c) cp 7-= (c) y. Clearly c ^ n. Let us define % e II(A. N) 
as follows: If K is the component of A containing a and if y e K, then 
(y) X = n> iy)Xz==zC otherwise. I t is # e H(A, N) and %q> ^ %y. 
On the contrary, let (A, a, p) be a generator in Jf"6, N a three-point 
antichain with elements 1, 2, 3 and 1 being the distinguished element 
of N. Let (p be the identi ty mapping in H(N, N) and define y e H(N, N) 
in the following way: (1) y = 1, (2) y = 3, (3) y = 2. Let %<p =£ %y 
for a certain %eH(A, N). The (1) %~x and (2) %~x [(3) %~Y respectively] 
are set theoretical sums of disjunctive systems of connected components 
of A. 
4.8. Let i = 1, . . ., 6 .Jf \ is a concrete category. 
P r o o f follows from 4.7 and by 5 in § 4 in [16]. 
Note. For i = 1, . . . , 5 our definition of generator differs from tha t 
of [16] bu t the exceptial object in $CX, . . ., Jf5 is the empty set. The 
mapping constructed in § 4 in [16] is an embedding of $C{in the category 
of all sets. The image of 0 is 0. Let us mention tha t 4.8 is also an im-
mediate consequence of representation of the objects of Ki (i = 1, . . ., 6) 
as algebraic structures ([4], chapter IV). 
4.9. a) (A. o) e 0(Jfx) is a cogenerator in $CX exactly when two dinstinct 
elements x, y e A exist such that {x, y} X {x, y} co. 
b) (^4, Q) eO(J^2) is a cogenerator exactly when (A, Q) is not an anti-
chain. 
c) (A, a, Q) e 0 p f 6 ) is a cogenerator of J ^ 6 exactly when there exist 
elements x,ysA such that x < a < y. 
d) 3fz, JT 4 , jf*5 have no cogenerators. 
Proof . Ad a) Let (a, Q) possess the described property . Let (N, v), 
(P, n) e 0(Jfx), (p,ye H(N, P), <p^y. Choose zeN such tha t (z) cp =£ 
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^ (z) y. Define #: P -> A in the following way: For veP, vn[(z) <p], 
v 7-: (z) y => (v) x = #, (v) X = V otherwise. I n consequence of the 
assumption on x and y xe ^(P, A) and clearly (px ^ yx-
On the contrary let (A, g) be a cogenerator in Jf \ . Pu t N = {1, 2}, 
v = N x N. Let ^ be the identity mapping N -> N and define y as 
follows: (1) y = 2, (2) y = 1. Let # e H(N, 4 ) with ^ ^ y#. Then 
(1) % * (2) % and [(1) xl Q [(1) * ] , [(2) X\ QlV) * ] , [(1) *] (IK2) Xl [(2) *] 
rtfl)*]. 
A d b ) Let ax,a2eA, ax < a2. Let (N, ^ ) , (P, g ) G O ( J f 2 ) , <p,ye 
e H(N, P), (p -?-= y and (#) 99 =£ (#) y for certain x e N. Notat ion for 97 
and y will be chosen so tha t (x) <p > (x) y or (x) (p \\ (x)y. Define x: 
P —> A as follows. If z e P, then 2 ^ (#) 99 => (2) # = a2> (
z) X ~ a i 
otherwise . Then # e H(P, A) and 99% ^ yx-
On the contrary, let (A , o) be a cogenerator in J^*2. Pu t N = {1}, 
P = {V 2} (with the ordering 1 < 2). Let ' <p, y: N -> P, (1) ^ = 1, 
(1) y = 2. Let x e H(P, .4), 9 ^ ^ y*. Then (1) x # (2) % and (1) z < 
< (2) X- So A is not an antichain. 
Ad c) Let A possess the required properties, (N, n, <^), (P,p, ^ ) e 
G 0(JT6) , 99, y e H(N, P), (2) 99 -7-= (2) y for a certain ze N. Suppose 
(z) (p > (z) y or (z) 99 || (2) y. Let p ^ (2) 99. Define #: P -> A as follows: 
v = (2) 9? => («) % = a, (#) # = # otherwise. If j9 non ^ (2) 99 then the 
definition of x runs as follows: v ^ (z) 99 => (?;) # = u, (#) ^ = a otherwise. 
I t is x e H(P, -4), 9 ^ ^ yX. 
To prove the converse, it suffices to take in considerations the object 
N = {I, 2, 3} with the ordering 1 < 2 < 3, 2 being the distinguished 
element. Let 9): N -> N, (1) <p = 2, (2) <p = 2, (3) y = 3, y be the 
identity on N. Let (A, a, ^ ) be a cogenerator in JT 6 and cpX i^yx 
for a suitable x e H(N, A). Then (2) X = a, (1) x ^£ a, so (1) x < a. 
Similarly, the existence of y can be proved. 
Ad d) One gets the assertion for j f 3 and Jf4 from 4.5.c). Let us prove d) 
for J ^ 5 as follows. Take a cardinal number m and the sets A-} with 
Hasse diagram where j runs through a chain J with the cardinality m 
and Aj n A{ = 0 for i ^ j . Pu t AL = y A}, the orderings of 4 / be kept 
and let x\,x\ < x\ for * < j . There exist no embedded subsets in A, 
but one-point subsets and A alone. So if 99 e H^(A, B), B e 0(Jf*5), 
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then (p is a mapping on one point of B or a relation-isomorphic mapping . 
Admit t h a t B is a cogenerator. Then card B ^ m for all cardinals m\ 
4.10. Note. In fact, following proposition has been proved in the 
proof of 4.9.C. 
Let V be a variety, Jf a regular V-subcategory in J f 2 , for which 0($C) = 
= 0($f2) and all mappings of one point sets be morphisms of Ctif. Then 
J f possesses no cogenerators. 
4.11. Now, let us add some results on the category JT 2 . 
Let (p, \peM(C%*2). According to [15] p . 251 we shall write (p ! xp, 
if and only if (pyx = (py2 => xpyx = xpy2 for all yx,y2e M(Jf2). q> f xp 
is defined in dual way. A monomorphism ju is said to be an i-mapping, 
if ju ^ fi => P = Pit* f ° r a suitable px. Similarly, an epimorphism v is 
a ^-mapping if v f /?=>/? = r/^ (Kowalsky calls i-mappings injections, 
^-mappings projections. These terms are reserved for concepts related to 
direct and free joins in this paper). 
One can easily prove 
4.11. a) (p: N -> M, xp: P -> M, <p ^ xp <=> (N) q> --> (P) xp. 
b) cp: M —> N, xp: M —> P , 99 f y> <*> (a:) <p = (xf) (p => (x) xp = (xf) xp 
for all x, x' e M. 
(Compare with the resuls in [15] p . 251.) 
c) A monomorphism pi e M(Jf 2) is an i-mapping, if and only if it is 
a relation-isomorphic mapping. 
Proof . Let pt be a relation-isomorphic mapping A -> B and pi | /?, 
/>: C - > P . According to 4.11. a) (A) pi 3 (C) /?• Let / j x denote the iso-
morphism (A) pi ~> A inverse to the isomorphism A -> (^4) pi induced 
by pi. Let j3x be the mapping C -> (̂ 4) // induced by /3. Then /3 = ft^^. 
Let a monomorphism /*: J —> B be an i-mapping. Admit the existence 
of x,y e A, x \\y and (x) pi < (y) pi. Let 1 be the inclusion mapping 
of (A) pi in P . Then /u \ 1 and 1 clearly has no factorisation by means 
of pi. 
d) Epimorphism v e M(Jf2), v\ M -> N is a p-mapping, if and only if 
following equivalence is valid for all x,y e M. (*) (x) v < (y) v == there 
exist x{, yi e M, i = 1, . . ., n, x{ < yi+1, x<yx, xn<y, fa) v = (&.) v. 
Proof . Let (*) be satisfied, v f 0, j8: M -> P . B y 4 .H.b) for all a, x' e 
e M (x) v = (x') v => (x) 0 = (xf) p. Define & : N -> P as follows: If 
y e N, let yx e (y) v~
x and put (y) $x = (yx)fi . If y[ e (y) v~\ too, then 
(y[) v = (^) v, so (1/1) fi = (i/j) /?. Hence the definition of /3j does not 
depend on the choice of yx. Let y,y' eN, y < y'. Let yxe (y) v~
l, 
y[ e (yf) v~K (*) implies (y) px ^ (y
f) 0X. So & e I f p Q Clearly /J = r f t . 
Let v be a ^-mapping. 
Define on P = {(2} v_ 1 : z e N} the relation by the equivalence 
(z) V~XQ <J (zx) v~
x ~~ there exist x and #!, (x) v = z, 
(x,) v = zx and x <. xA. 
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Transitive hull <£ of o is an ordering of P and the canonical map-
ping x: M ~>P is an homomorphism, so morphism in 3C2. By 4.11. hv f x. 
Let H = v;^. If (x) v < (y) v, then (x) x <S (y) x and (*) follows. 
4.12. By standart consideration following proposition can be proved. 
A e OpT2) is an injective object, if and only if A is a chain, A is 
a projective object, if and only if A is an antichain, (definitions of 
injective and projective objects see e.g. [18] pp. 69, 71). 
5. D I F F E R E N C E K E R N E L AND C 0 K E R N E L 
5.1. Let J f be a category. Let <p,y:a -> 6, <p,y e M(Jf). Let \p e M(Jf), 
y>: c ~> a with the following properties 
a) tp<p = ipy. 
b) If (j,<p = ^y, then there exists a unique v e M(JiT) so that pi = ?>y;. 
Then \p is called a difference kernel of <p and y (see [9] p. 21). 
Difference cokernel is defined in the dual way. 
5.2. Let <p,ye M(Jft) (i=l, ..., 6), <p, y e H(A, B). Then difference 
kernel of <p and y exists. 
Proof. Let K = [x: (x) <p = (x) y) and K be provided with the reduc-
tion of the relation defined on A. If i = 6 and a is the distinguished element 
of A, then a e Z and will be supposed to be the distinguished element 
of K. Let i be the inclusion mapping of K in A. Clearly i e H^i (K, A). 
Let x<p = %J f° r a certain X e 0(Jiri) and a certain % e H(X, A). Hence 
zeX=> (z)x^K. So x induces in a natural way x': X-> K. It is 
X = x!1- As t is a monomorphism in J f \ , x is determined uniquely. 
. 5.3. The investigations on cokernels are little more complicated. 
Let A, B G O(JQ, i -= 1, ..., 6, <p, y e H(A, B). Let i = 1. The decompo-
sition R on B is defined as follows. If Xa = {(a) <p, (a) y} for ae A 
((a) <p = (a) y is admitted), then R is the finest decomposition on B, 
for which every Xa is contained in some element of R. If Q is the relation 
of B then the relation Q' on R is defined as follows. Xx, X2e R, XXQ'X2 == 
E= there exist xxe Xx, x2e X2 so that XXQX2 . We shall prove that the 
canonical mapping x of B onto K is a difference cokernel of <p and y. 
First, x e H(B, R) by construction of Q'. Further, QX = yx by definition 
of R. Let x e 0(XX), x e #(-#, K), TO = y*. We shall prove that R* = 
— {(x) %~x : # G (B) %} *s a covering of R. As for all a e A (a) <px = («) y%> 
(a) <p and (a) y are elements of the same class of R*. By minimality 
of R, K* is a covering of R. Define on R* the relation Q* in a similar 
way as Q has been defined, x induces # : K* -^ K. # G M(Jfx). Let x' be 
the canonical mapping of R onto R*, clearly «' G Mpf^) and x = ^^Z-
As # is an epimorphism, the factorisation of x in H#" *s unique. 
For the cases Jf*2 and Jf*6 the consideration is quite similar. As for R, 
the following properties are demanded: 
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1. If a e A, then X' e R exists so tha t Xa c X'. 
2. If Q" is the transitive hull of the relation Q , then,g" is an ordering of R 
(transitive hull of the relation Q is the least transitive relation containing Q). 
3. R is the finest decomposition with the properties 1. an 2. 
The existence of R can be proved as follows. Let R be the infimum 
of all decompositions Rj on B satisfying 1. (this system is not empty, 
as it contains the coarsest decomposition). So R = /\ Rj Clearly 1. holds 
? e j 
for R. Define O" as in 2. Let Xx, X2e R, X2Q
,fXx, X1Q
,,X2. Then there 
exist sets Yx, ..., Yn, Yx = Xl9 Tk = X2, Yn = Xl9 Y{eR,i = 1, . . . , 
n, k a suitable number among them, so tha t there exist elements y{, 
y[, yt E Y- for every i, for which yx ^ y'%, y2 ^ y'z, .. .,yn ^ y[ hold. Let 
j e J. Then by 2. for R^ there exists an element Xj e R^ containing all 
yj9 y-. Let X = n Kr Then K = Xx = X 2 . So o" is an antisymetrical 
relation. Reflexivity is clear. 
As for K*, it is immediately seen tha t K* satisfies 1. and 2., so P* 
a covering of R and the rest of the consideration made for i = 1 is valid 
also in this case (for i = 6 the distinguished elements of R and P* are 
that containing the distinguished element of B). So we get 
5.4. In Jfrx, J f 2, J f 6 , every two morphisms (p. y e H(A, H) possess 
a difference cokernel. 
5.5. Le£ 7> <P e H,?r (A, B) i = 3, 4, 5. Morphisms y and cp have a dif-
ference cokernel if and only if there exists a decomposition R of B in em-
bedded chains (for i = 3), antichains (i = 4) or ordered sets (i = 5) satis-
fying 1. from 5.3. 
Proof is analogical to t ha t of 5.4 and follows from the description of 
the decomposition R* taken from 1.3.9. 
5.6. Let cp, y e H^ (A, B). Then cp and y possess a difference cokernel. 
Proof . The coarsest decomposition on B fullfils the conditions 
from 5.5. 
5.7. For i = 3 or i = 4, q), yeH^f (A . B) exist such that they do not 
possess any difference cokernel. 
Proof . Let A = {ax, «2}, ax\\a2, B = {bx, b2, 63, b4}, bx < 62, 
b3 < b4. Let (ax) (p = b4, (a2) <p = b2, (ax) y = bx,(a2) y = b3. I t is Xai = 
= {bx, b4}, Xa% = {b2, b3}, so the coarsest decomposition of B is the only 
decomposition of B consisting of embedded subsets of B and satisfying 
1. from 5.3., nevertheless conditions of 5.5 are not fullfilled neither for 
i = 3 nor i = 4. 
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6. DIRECT AND F R E E J O I N S 
6.L Let J f be a category, S = {« ;}?ej an indexed system of its objects. 
Say t ha t an object ceO(Jfr) together with morphisms a;-: c -> a;- is a fast-
direct join of the system S, if for every system of morphisms /?;.: d -> a ; 
there exists y: d —> c such tha t yocj = /?;- for all j e J. 0Cj is called a pro-
jection (similarly as for direct join). 
Note. If J = 0, then a is a fastdirect (direct) join of 8 if and only if 
a is a weakly terminal (terminal) object of J(T. 
6.2. Let J -7= 0, {Aj}jeJ be a system of objects from ,^
r
i (i = \, 2, 3, 5). 
Let at least one of these objects be empty. Then the direct join of {A ;} ;6.7 
exists and it is the empty est. 
Clear. 
6.3. Let C be a fastdirect join of a system {A ;} ;e,/ (A ; =>-= 0 from ,vf ;-
i = 1, . . . , 6). Let a;- be corresponding projection. Then OCJ is an epimor-
phism and for every two distinct indices f, f e J and every x e Ay, y e Ay 
(x) oiyx n (y) ocj:1 ?= 0. 
Proof , i = 2, 3, 4, 5. Admit j r e J exists such tha t a ; i is not an 
epimorphism. Let a non e (C) OCJ1 and Dx = {dj be one point set. Define 
Ph : W Ai = a ' ft a r b i t r a ry for j ?-=/-.. Evidently y: D -> C with de-
manded properties does not exist. 
Let # e A;-, ye Ay, D2 = {d2} and define (d2) fiy = x, (d2) fiy = u, 
Pi>J ^ /> J" arbitrary . Then (d2) 7 e (a) a^,
1 n (y) ocfJ . 
i = 1. The proof runs as above, only relation of D. (i = 1, 2) is to be 
considered empty . 
i = 6. Take in above consideration A;i instead of Dj, identity mapping 
in the place of/3 ; i , an antichain D3 = {d, d'}, d' the distinguished element 
instead of D2 and define /3;% Py so tha t (d) Py = #, (d) /?,-" = y. This is 
possible as d || el'. 
6.4. Let (A;-, O;) e 0(Jf}.), j e J, i = 1, 2, 6. Then {(A;-, D;)}?ej to? a direct 
join. 
Proof . For J = 0 see 4.6 and note in 6.L Let J ^ 0. Let P be the 
cartesian product of the sets Ay it a relation on P defined as follows: 
(..., #;f, . . .) 7t(. • •, y];, . . .) = ?̂O;2l; for all j G J. Let a ; denote the projec-
tion of P onto Aj. If i = 6, let the element of P , all coordinates of 
which are distinguished elements, be the distinguished element of P . 
The proof of the fact tha t P is a direct join of {(Aj, O;)}?gJ with the pro-
jections OCJ is straightforward. 
6.5. Let Ax, A2 be two objects of Jf*3. Let card Aj > 1, j = 1, 2. Let 
{Aj}jej be a system of objects in j f 3 , 1, 2 e J. Then a fastdirect join of 
this system does not exist. 
Proof . Admit tha t G is a fastdirect join of the system { A ; } ; e j . a;- de-
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notes the corresponding projection. Let R;. be the decomposition of C 
which corresponds to otj. According to 6.3. card R} > 1 for jf = 1, 2. 
According to 1.3.a the elements of Rj are chains embedded in C. Fur-
ther, X e Rx X' 6 R2 => X fi X' ^ 0. Let us consider two cases. 
a) Ax, A2 are chains. Then C, as (Aj) otj
1 since otj is ^4-homomorphism, 
must be a chain, too. Let Xx, X2 e Rx, K3, K4 e R2, Xx ^ X2, K3 ^ X 4 . 
Choose the notation in such a way tha t XXG Xx, x2e X2 => xx < x2; 
xz G K3, #4 e K4 => x3 < #4 . Let #' e Xx f] XB, x" eXx(] K4, x'" eX2(] K3 
x"" 6 l 2 n I 4 . S o a ; ' < z" < a;"", x' < x" < x"". I t is x" ^ a'" and C 
is a chain. Admit x'n < x". Then Xx is not embedded in C. If #" < #'", 
K4 is not embedded in C, so we get a contradiction. 
b) Choose the notation so that Ax be not a chain. Then Xx and X2 in 
Rx exist such tha t xxe Xx, x2e X2 => xx\\ x2. Let K e R2, x' G Xx n X, 
x" e X2 0 X. As K is a chain, #', a;'' are comparable, a contradiction. 
6.6. Let Aj 6 0(Jf3), Aj ^ 0, j G J, card J ^ 2. Le£ at most one of 
the set Aj possess more than one element. Then {Aj}jeJ possesses a directed 
join exactly when Aj is a chain for all j e J. If there exists j x e J such that 
Ajx is not a chain, then no fastdirect join of {A?}?ej exists. 
Proof . The assertion is clear if all the sets Aj are one-point sets. 
Do not let Ajx be a one-point set and let it be a chain. Then put C = Ajx, 
CCJX being the identity mapping on A, otj, j ^ j x the mapping of Aj on 
(one-point) set Aj. C with these morphisms is clearly a direct join. Now, 
let card Ajx > 1 and Ajx be not a chain. Admit C with {otj}jSj to be 
a fastdirect join of {Aj}jeJ. As otjx is an epimorphism by 6.3, C is not 
a chain and so (C) otj for j e J, j ^ j x cannot be a one-point set, which 
contradicts card Aj = 1 for j =fi j x . 
6.7. Let Aj e 0(&^ for j e J, card J >̂ 2, A?-^ 0 and at least one of 
these objects, say Ax, be not an antichain. Then a fastdirect join of {Aj}jeJ 
does not exist. 
Proof . Let xx, x2eAx, xx < x2. Let A2 e {Aj}jeJ (so we suppose 
2 eJ). Admit there exists a fastdirect join of {Aj}jeJ. Denote it by C. 
(xx) ajf
1 and (x2) a j
- 1 are embedded antichains in C and for yx e (xx) aj"
1 
y2 G (x2) aj"
1 it is always yx < y2. If R2 is the decomposition of C cor-
responding to a2 and X G R2, take yxe X (\ (xx) a j
- 1 , y2e X 0 (x2) otx
x. 
As X is an antichain, it is impossible to have yx < y2. 
6.8. Let Aj G O(Jf*4) be an antichain for j e J ^ 0. Then {Aj}jeJ has 
a direct join. 
Proo f . Let P be the general cartesian product of the sets Aj. Every 
two distinct elements of P are considered to be incomparable, i.e. P is 
an antichain. otj denotes the usual projection. Let D e Opf4) and fa : 
D-+Aj. Let (d)y = ( . . . , (d) fa, ...) for d e D. Then y e H(D, P) arid 
fa = yotj. y is clearly unique. 
6.9. Let Ax, A2 G O p f 5 ) , card Ax > I, card A2 > 1 and at least one 
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of these objects be not an antichain. Let J be a set, 1, 2 e J, A.}• E 0($C^ 
for jsJ. Then the fastdirect join of the system {Aj}jej does not exist. 
Proof . Let e.g. Ax be not an antichain. Admit tha t C is a fastdirect 
join of {Aj}jej, ocj denotes the corresponding projection. Elements xx 
and x2 of Ax exist such tha t xx < x2. Then yx E (xx) aj"
1 , y2 E (X2) aj"
1 
implies yx < y2. R2 denoting the decomposition induced by a2 , let 
X' = (xz) aj"
1 , X" = (x4) aj"
1 be two distinct elements of R2. We can 
suppose x3 < #4 or x3 \ | #4 . In the first case, y' e X
f, y" E X" => y' < y"'. 
Choose y' E Xf o (xx) a j
- 1 , y" E X" n (xx) aj"
1 , ym e X' n (x2) aj"
1 , 
y"" E X" f] (xc^ocY1. We have y' < y'", ym < y". Simultaneously y', 
y" E (xx) a j~\ y
m non e (xx) aj"
1 . So (yx) aj"
1 is not embedded in C. 
Let x3 11 #4. Then y' E X', y" E X" => y' | | y". Nevertheless by proceeding 
considerations t / ' e l ' n (xx) a j
- 1 , y" E X" n (x2) aj"
1 => y' < y", a con-
tradiction. 
6.10. Let Aj E 0(Jf5), Aj ^ 0,j G J 7^ 0. Ee£ at mOstf One O/ these object 
contain more than one element. Then a direct join of {Aj}jeJ exists. 
Proof . Let all Aj s be one point sets. Then every one point set is 
a direct join of {Aj}jeJ. Suppose Ajx to be not a one point set. Then A7l 
is a direct join of {Aj}jeJ. The projection a?1 is the identi ty map . 
6.11. Let AJEO(^T5), JEJ ^0, Aj =£0. Ijet all Aj be antichains. 
Then a direct join of {Aj}jeJ exists. 
Proof . Let P be a cartesian product of Aj, considered to be an anti-
chain, OLJ the usual projection. Let fij: D —> Aj. Put , as in 6.8. (d) y = 
=-=(..., (d) @j, ...) for all d e D. As all elements of every connected 
component of D are mapped on the same element from Aj, y E H(D, P). 
Uniqueness of y is clear. 
6.12. Let J^* be an arbitrary category, 8 = {dj}jej a system of its 
objects, c E O(JJT) together with a system of morphisms 0Cj: af -> c 
is said to be a fastfree join of 8 if for every system of morphisms fy: 
aj -> d there exists y: c —> d such tha t a ; y = /3?- for all j e J. otj are called 
injections. 
Note. If J = 0, then c is a fastfree (free) join of 8 if and only if c is 
a weakly initial (initial) object of Jf*. 
6.13. In CtCx, 3f2, Jf6 even/ system {(Aj, Qj)}jej possesses a free join. 
Proof . For J = 0 clear. 
Let J ^= 0. Let P be a cardinal sum of A'j, Aj provided with the rela-
tion Qj isomorphic to Qj. For £tifx and Jf2 P is a free join of {(A'^Qj)}. 
For JT 6 one must identify in P all distinguished elements of -4- in one 
element and to consider it to be the distinguished element (relation is 
tlien defined as the transitive hull). 
6.14. Let {AJ}J€J be a system of objects in Jfi (i = 3 , 4, 5) containing 
ttyo non-empty sets Ax, A% (so 1,2 e J). Then a fastfree join of {Af}jej does 
not exist. 
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Proof. Admit that C is a fastfree join of {A^}jeJ, a, the corresponding 
injection. Let l^ A, denote the cardinal sum (one can suppose that 
^ - { 1 , 2 } 
Aj are mutualy disjunct), © means the ordinal summation. Put Dx = 
^Ax®A © I Av ^2 = ^2 © -4i © I 4-- Let m be the 
^ - { 1 . 2 } ^ / 6 j _ { l f 2 > 
mapping of A?- into Dx induced by identity mapping of Aj. Let x e Ax, 
yeA2. We have (x) fi\ < (y) fi\. Let y be a mapping from the defi-
nition of the fastfree join. Then (x) ocxy = (#)/3}, (y) oc2y = (2/) $2-
As y cannot map incomparable elements into distinct comparable, we 
have (x) ax < (y) ot2. Considering D2 instead of Dx we get (x) ocx < (y) a2, 
a contradiction. 
6.15. If a system {A;.}?eJ, A?. e 0(J(
r
i) (i = 3, 4, 5), contains an object 
Ajx such that j ^ jx => A;- = 0, £hen A? is a fastfree join of {Aj}jeJ. 
Clear. 
From the theorem on p. 77 in [9] and 5.2., 5.4., 6.4. and 6.13. one gets 
6.10. Every functor from a small category to Jf\ (Jf2 or Jf6, respectively) 
has a left and right roots, so that J4TX, $C2 and Jf6 are complete. 
6.17. Let $C be a subcategory of Jf 2 ivith the following properties. 
1. 0(X) = O p Q . 
2. If X, 7 E 0(JT2), <p\ X -> 7 isomorphism, then <p e M(Jf). 
Z. If <p\ X —> Y, Y c Z. 99 6 M(J^), 1 inclusion mapping Y -> Z 
in Jf2 then <pi e M(Jt). 
. 4. -Letf A be two-point chain, B one-point set. Them <p\ A -^ Bis an element 
ofM(Jf). 
Let Jf ' be a right complete subcategory in Jf 2 (see [9] p. 26). for which 
M(jf) c M(Jf') c M(jQ. Then JT' = JT2. 
The proof will be accomplished by means of several lemmas. 
Lemma 1. The free join B + B in Jf' is a two-point anti chain. 
Proof. Let B = {6}. Let C = {cl5 c2} b3 two-point antichain, 9^: 
B -> C, (6) 9?! = c r, <p2: H -> 0, (b) <p2 = c2. 9^, <p2 e Mpf') by 1. and 3. 
There exists exactly one <p e M(Jf'), 99: H + H —> (7 so that otjCp = 9̂  
(j = 1, 2), where a;- means the corresponding injection. Hence (b) a3 =?--
-# (6) a2 and (6) ocx\\ (b) a2. Let D = B + 5 - {(b) ax, (6) a2}. Admit 
D ^ 0. Let ^ mean the isomorphic mapping of C on {(b) ocx, (b) a2}, 
(cx) <p = (b) ax, (c2) ^ == (b) a2. Clearly ocx<py)i = ax, a2<pxpi -= a2, where 
1 is an inclusion map of {(b) a1? (b) a2} in B + J5. Simultaneously 9^*
 G 
e Jf(jT') by 2. and 3., q)tpt 7-= lB+B. We have ocxlB+B = a1? a2ls+jB == a2, 
too. This is a contradiction to the definition of the free join. 
Lemma 1. impies that a mapping of two-point antichain to one-point 
set is an element of M(Jf.'). *• ., 
Lemma 2. Let € =-= {cx, c2} be a two-point antichain. Let A = {aXi a2}, 
ax < a2. Let (cx) <p = ax, (c2) <p = a2. Then <p e M(,3f'). 
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Proof. C = B + B by lemma 1, a1? a2 being again the corresponding 
in ject ions, (b) ax = ct, (b) oc2 = c2 , (6) <p1 = ax, (b) <p2 = a2, whe re <p^: 
B -> A for j = 1, 2. By 2 and 3 ^ e M(Jf'). Let a ^ = <pf for j = 1 , 2 . 
T h e n (cx) <p = a±, (c2) <p = a2. 
Lemma 3. Let X e 0(CtiC'). Let the category 3C consist of one-point and 
two-point subsets of X, morphisms of 3C are inclusion mappings. Let 
Fy be the identity functor of the category 3C in Jf'. Then X is a right root 
of the functor F^ and inclusion maps are injections. 
Proof. Let Y e 0(3C) and <p(Y) be the inclusion map of Y in X. Let C 
be a right root of Fg, oc(Y) the corresponding injection and <p: C -> X 
the mapping corresponding to <p(Y). So <p(Y) = ct(Y) <p. For Y <=• Z, 
Y, Z eO (3C) it is a( Y) = (L)F^OC(Z) where i is the inclusion map of 
Y in Z. 
As (J [(Y) [^(Y)]] = X, <p is a mapping of C on X and as 9(F) 
FeO(f) . . 
is one-to-one mapping, i.e. monomorphism in C#C2. so a(Y) is a mono-
morphism in Crif2, i.e. one-to-one, for Y e O(^). If Y e O($T) is an anti-
chain, so is (Y)[<p(Y)] and (Y) [a(Y)]. So, if Y = {yt,y2}, then 
(*/i) [a(7)] II (y2) [a(Y)] ^ ^ || </2and(Hx) (a(Y)] < (y2) [a(Y)] = y-. <y2 
Hence <p maps isomorphically \J [(Y) [a(Y)]] on X. Let E = 
* YeO(^) 
= C — (J [(F) [a(F)]] and admit E ^ 0. By foregoing arguments 
Yeoyn 
<p induces an isomorphic mapping ip: \J [(F) [a(F)]] -> X, so <pip~x e 
I reO(f) 
eMpT ' ) , which is not onto, so different from l c . For all F e 0(3C) we 
have <p(Y) ip~x = a (F) = a(F) l c = a(F) ^ryr
1. As O is a right root of 
F%>, there exists unique # such that a(F) = a(F) y and it is l c . So 
l c == <pip~
x, a contradiction. 
Lemma 4. Let X, VeOpQ, <p*: X~>V, <p* e M(Jf2). Then 
<p* e M(Jt'). 
Proof. Let F%> be the same as in lemma 3. Let F e 0(3C), <p*(Y) the 
mapping F -> V equal to <p* \ Y. <p*(Y) e M(JfC') by lemmas 1. and 2. 
and suppositions 2. and 4. on W. Then ^ :K -> V exists in iJf(Jf') 
for which <p*(Y) = [a(F)] y> for all F C K. As oc(Y) is the inclusion map 
of F into X, ip = 9?*. 
The assertion 6.17 has been proved. 
6J8.£eJJfpossess ^ <= M(jf) c Jfpf2)> 
Then JT satisfies 4. /rora 6.17. 
Proof. Let K be a three- point chain {h,f2,fz},fi < / 2 < fa- Let -4 = 
= W , «2}, % < «2, («i) <Pi =/2» («») fx^fz* K ) ^2 = / i> K ) ^2 ==/•» 
f b e a difference cokernel of 9^, <p2, 9?: K -* O. We shall prove that C 
is one-point set. Admit C — {x} -7= 0, where a? = (A) p = (/2) <p = (/s)?>. 
Let ip be an inversible mapping of object Ct on O, Cx 0 0 -== 0. Let D 
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be constructed from Cx U C by identifying x and (x) v - i and completening 
the relation to the transitive hull. Let i' be an inclusion map C -> 2), 
t" inclusion map Oj -+ D, ip' — \p~h". 
It is 9 ^ ' = 9?29? '̂ and 9?̂  = 99^'. Simultaneously 1' ^ xp', which 
contradicts the definition of the difference cokernel. 
So C is one-point set and (px(p is the demanded map. 
6.10. Let i be one of the number i = 3, 4, 5. Le£ Ctifbea complete category, 
M(JQ c Jf(jf) c M(jQ. TAen X = Jf2. 
6.19 follows from 6.17 and 6.18. 
7. ORDERING OF THE SYSTEM OF FULL RELATION 
SUBOBJECTS OF AN OBJECT 
7.1. In the paper [21] the orderings of the set exp (.4) -the system of all 
subset of a given set A—are studied, which aye invariant to all permu-
tations of the set A. That means, such orderings <̂  (called "topological 
orderings") have been studied that for all permutations / of the set A 
it is X ^ Y => (X)f <: (Y)f. It was proved (theorem 8 p. 295) that the 
ordering by inclusion is a maximal lattice topological ordering. 
Now, we shall deal with similar questions for the category Jf2 in 
a slightly more general way. A full-relation subobject of (A, Q) has 
been defined in 1.2. If e.g. A. is a well-ordered set, identity mapping is the 
only isotone mapping of A in A, which is inversible. So every ordering 
of the set of all full relation subobjects of A is invariant to all inversible 
mappings of A to A. 
7.2. Let Jfg be the category, which originates from Jf2 by putting 
0(jfg) = 0(3f2) and morphisms of Jfg are one-to-one isotone mappings. 
Let J f be a subcategory of Jf2. For A e 0(X) QA be an order of 
exp (A). Say that {QA}^ is stable on JT, if XQA Y => (X) fQR( Y) /for every 
f:A~>B,feM(Jfy 
7.3. Let A e 0(X'2), aA be the ordering of exp (A) by inclusion (the ele-
ments of exp (A) are taken as full-relation subobjects of A). Let aA <=•' QA for 
all A e 0(X'2) and (exp (̂ 4), QA) be a lower semilattice. If {QA}X"% i
s stable 
on Jfg then aA = QA for all A. 
Proof. Admit that A e 0(W2) exists such that QA % aA. Let X c A, 
F c i b e such full-relation subobjects that X c£ F, XQAY . Let x e X 
be such an element that x non e Y. Then {%} QAA — {x}. Let the ordering 
of A be completed to a total order. The object gained in such a way 
will be denoted by A'. So the inclusion map 1 of A in A' (as for set point 
ofview-the identity) is a morphism in JT^, SO {X} QA>A' — {#}« 
By similar arguments one proves that there exists a chain B e 0(X\) 
«i.nd 6 6-B with the following properties. 
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2. B is homogenous, i.e. for all x, y e B there exists an isomorphism 
/ of B onto B such that (x) f == y. 
Let B{ be mutualy disjoint copies of B for i = . . . , — 1, 0, 1, . . . . 
Tut T = ... ® B^x® B0® Bx@ ..., T = [J B2V T" = \J B2i+1. By 
1. and by stability of {QA}^'t xeT =>{x} QTT, {X} QTT\ Put P = T A 
T" (infimum in £ r). As {a;} £TP for all x e T, P ^ 0. Let # e P. Sup-
pose y e Bio. If z e Bio, too, define / : T -> T in the following way: On 2?t0 
/ is an isomorphism mapping y into z. Otherwise / is an identity. 
So (T)f= T, (T)f= T" and we have (P)f=P,8o Bi() c: P . 
Let gr be an isomorphism T ~->T such that (2^) g = 2?i+l Then 
(T') g = 5P", (T") g = T. So (P) a = P . As (J (I?io) g" = P . I t 
n=...—1,0,1... 
results P = T. But this contradicts T e P, I7' =-£= P. 
7.4. Now, we shall define an ordering vA for A e 0(W2). For X, Y cz A 
XvAY means one of the following conditions: 
1. X, Y infinite and X <= Y. 
2. X finite, Y infinite. 
3. X, Y finite and for every xe X — YzeY — X exists such that 
x < z. 
7.5. vA is an ordering of exp (A). 
Proof, a) Clearly X ^ X . 
b j L e t X ^ Y , YvAX. 
Let X or Y be infinite. Then the other of them is infinite, too, and 
clearly X = Y. 
Let X, Y be finite. Suppose x is maximal in X — Y. Then zeY — X 
exists such that x < z, veX — Y exists such that 0 > z, so v > x, 
a contradiction. So X = Y. 
c) Let XvA Y, YvAZ. If X is infinite or Z is infinite, then XvAZ. So 
we can suppose X, F, Z to be finite. Let x e X — Z, we can suppose a; 
to be maximal in X — Z. I t is a; e (X — Y) — Z or x e X 0 Y — Z. 
cx) Let xe(X — Y) — Z. There exists ?/ e IF — X (suppose it to 
be maximal) such that y > x. Then y e (Y — X) —• Z or y e (Y — X) f| Z. 
eu) ye(Y — X) — Z=>z exists such that 2 e Z —• F, z > y. If 
z e X t h e n z e X — Y, which contradictsXvA Y, soznon e X a n d z e Z — 
— X. Simultaneously z > x. 
oX2)ye(Y-X)n Z^yeZ~X. 
c 2 ) # e X n Y — Z => xeY — Z => y exists in Z — Y such that 
y > x. If y eX, then yeX— Y, so yx, maximal in Y — X, exists with 
yx > y. If yx eZ, the proof is finished. If yxe Y — Z then y2eZ — Y 
exists with y2> yx. I t cannot be y2 e X because yx is maximal in Y — X 
and XvAY. So y2non eX, i.e. y2eZ — X and it is ^2 > x. 
7.6. {^}jf; w* sfo&fe in Jf% and oA c vA for all A e 0(X"2). 
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Clear. 
7.7. Let X, r be finite subsets of A e OpQ- We shall use the follow-
ing notation. 
M = {X:XG (X - Y)\j (Y - X), x maximal}, Mx = M n X, 
My^Mo r , 
(Mx] = {x: x e A and there exists y e Mx such that x <i y}. 
Similarly (JfF] is defined. I v 7 = [ I - (MF]] U [Y - (Mx]] U 
U [X n r - (Mx] n (ifF]]. Clearly Mx c Z - (MF]5 MF c F - (Mx], 
7.8. Z V r is supremam of X and Y in v4. 
Proof. Let X ^ Z , Fi^Z. If Z is infinite', so ( I V F) i^Z. Suppose Z 
finite. Let # be maximal in Z V Y — Z. 
1. Let # e ( Z — (ifF]) — Z. There exists yeZ — X, x < y. Admit 
yeXvY. Then « / e F - (-Mx-I- So y s F — X a contradiction. 
2. Let a; e (F - (Mx]) - Z. Similarly. 
3. x e [X n r - (Mx] n (ifF]] - Z. There exist ^ e Z - I , 
y2EZ ~ Y, 2/x, y2 > x. Suppose that both of them are elements of 
Z V r . Then ^ e F - (Mx], y2 e Z — (Jf F ] , a contradiction. So e.g. 
yx non 6 Z V Y. We get (Z V -F) v4Z. 
Now we prove XvA(X\J Y). Let # e Z - - Z \ / r . ^ n o n e l V T ^ 
=> a? non e l - (-^VL i-e- 2/ e -9f y exists such that y > x. As y non e 
i j g i v r - i 
Similarly ^ ( . I V T ) . 
7.9. Let A be finite. Then 
x A r - (Z n F) u (Z n (JfF]) u (F n (Jfx]) u ((JfT] n "
r"™" 
n (if F]) is infimum of X and Y in vA. 
Proof. Z A YvAX. 
Let a? e Z A r - Z. Then .r e ( F n (Mx]) U ((ifx] ri (My]). So 
a; e (if^l- Hence y exists in Jfx such that x -^ y. So y eX. Clearly (by 
definition of J f x ) y non e F and 2/ non e (-5fr]. Hence ?/ non e Z A r . 
Simirarly Z A r ^ r . 
Let ZvAX, ZvA Y. Let xe Z — X /\Y (we may suppose it to be ma-
ximal). 
a) Suppose x non e X, x non e F. Then # e Z — Z . So ^ e I - 2 
exists so that y > x. If y e Z n F, it is ?/ e Z A r — Z. Let yeX — Y. 
If ye (Mr], then yeX/\Y — Z, too. If 2/ non e (M F ] , then we construct 
y' eY — Z in similar way as y taking Y instead of I . So suppose that 
y' non e (Mx] and y' e Y — X. We have now y E X — Y,y non e (if F ] , 
y'eY — X9 y
f nons ( J f x ) , # <£ «/, a: ̂  «/'. Hence # e ( J f x ] n (-Jfr]. 
so x G Z A r , a contradiction. 
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b) Suppose xe X. Then x non e Y. y e Y — Z exists such that y > x. 
Suppose y non eX f\Y. So ye (MY] — (-Sf r ] . Then x e K n (-3-VJ. 
So # G K A y> a contradiction. So y e X /\Y — Z. Similarly for x e F. 
So'ZvAXAT. ^ 
7.10. jCê  Jf^ oe the category of all finite ordered sets with one-to-one 
isotone mappings as morphisms. Then {vA}^» is a maximal stable system 
in 3^1, i.e. if {QA}^ is stable and QA •=> vA for all A e 0(X"^, then QA = vA 
for all A. 
Proof. Let there exist such a stable system {QA}X"% described in the 
theorem which is different from {vA}x\- ^et &
 De s u c n a n object of JTJ 
that vB £ QB. Hence such X, Y c B exist that XQBY and X non vB Y. 
So xx e X — Y exists such that y e 7 — X =>y non S ^ . A s F non vB X, 
yxeY — X exists for which x± || yx. Add to the ordering <̂  of -B<yl3 xxy 
and construct the transitive hull to this new relation. We get an ordering 
of B <^x such that in B' = (J5, g^) I n o n ^ Y, as there exists for 
x±eX — Y no yeY — X with #x f^t l . Simultaneously XQB'Y. So 
after finite number of steps we get an ordered set J3<w> = (B, < : j with 
X non *>#<«) 7, XQBW T and with no yeY — X for which % j | y in 
fg,? and this is imposible. 
8.AUTOMORPHISM CLASS GROUPS OF SUBCATEGORIES IN JfTt 
8.1. The most of fundamental definitions of this section are taken 
from [9] p. 28. A slightly different point of view see [18] p. 61. Let us 
recall that it is necessary in 8.19 to restrict oneself to the small cate-
gories when one wants to remain in Godel—Bernays theory. 
8.2. Let CtiC be a category. Say that a functor F from the categor}t- $f 
to the same category J f is almost identical if F is naturally equivalent to 
the identical functor of J f to CtC. 
8.3. Let F be an almost identical functor of C%* to Jf. Then F induces 
a one-to -one mapping of H(x, y) onto H((x) F, (y) F) for all x, y e 0($C). 
Proof. Let cpx: x -> (x) F be an inversible mapping corresponding 
to a natural equivalence between identity functor and F. Let a e H(x, y). 
Then oc<pp =-= ^[ (a) F]. Hence a = ^[ (a ) F] <p~
x. So F is one-to -one 
on H(x, y). If fie H((x) F, (y) F), it is <pj<p^ e H(x, y) and (yjy-1) F = 0. 
So F induces a mapping of H(x, y) onto H((x) F, (y) F). 
8.4. A functor F mapping J f into JT will be called an equivalence, if 
there exists a functor 0 mapping Jf* into $C such that FO and OF are 
almost identical functors. 
8.5. Let F be an equivalence. Then F induces a one-to-one mapping of 
H(x, y) onto H((x) F, (y) F) for all x, y e 0 p f ) . 
Proof follows from the fact that FO and OF induce one-to-one mapping 
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of H(x, y) onto H((x) FG, (y) FQ) or H((x) GF, (y) QF), respectively. 
8.6. If a is an inversible map in H(x, y), (a) F is inversible in H((x) F, 
(y)F). 
Proof. If a is inversible, then asr 1 = \x, ac
xoc = \y. Hence (a) F 
(a-1) F = \{x)F, (a-
1) F (a) F = \(y)F. 
8.7. We say that a 6 M(Jf), a: # ~> y is one-pointed morphism if for 
all c G 0(Jf) and /?, y: c -> x it is /3a = ya (see [15] p. 254). 
8.8. Let a*: (#) F -> (y) F be one-pointed, F an equivalence of a category 
$f. Let oc: x->y satisfy (oc) F = a*. Then a is one-pointed. 
Proof. Let y, ft: c -> #, ya -^ /3a. Then (y) F (a) F ^ (/3) F (a) F, 
a contradiction. 
8.9. Let Jf* be a full subcategory of J(T2, ^ ft
11 equivalence on JT*, 
then a* will be occasionally used instead of (a) F. 
8.10. A morphism oc: A -> B, A ^ 0 of J f * is one pointed exactly when 
it maps A on one single element of B. 
Proof. Let a be one-pointed, x e A and define (px as (z) (px = x for 
all ze A. Then (z) (pXloc = (xx) oc, (z) ^ 2 a = (a?2) oc. As (pXloc = (pXla 
it is (a?x) a = (cc2) a. The converse is clear. 
8.11. Let oc e M(K*) be one-pointed, F an equivalence. Then (a) F is 
one-pointed. 
Proof. Let a: A -> JB. If A = 0 , then a is zero map [0, J5,0].Then 
(A) F = 0, so (a) F = [0, (J5) F, 0], which is clearly one-pointed. Let 
A ^ 0 . Then (A) F -^ 0, too. Admit (a) F is not one-pointed. There 
exists ax, a2e(A)F so that (ax) [(oc) F] ^ (a2) [(oc) F]. Let a*, a*: 
(A) F -> (-4) F, for which [(A) F] a*. = {ax}, [(A) F] CK% = {a2}. Clearly 
a*(a) .F ^ a|(a) F. ax and oc2 exist such that ocx, a2: -4 -> A and (a-,) F = 
= a*, (a2) F = a* (so the notation agrees with 8.9). It is axa == a2a 
as a is one-pointed. So at(a) F = a*(a) F, a contradiction. 
Let A be a non-void object of J f *. In the sequel we fix one of such A. 
Let oc: A -> B be one-pointed, let | a | denote the common value of 
a (so | a | e B). Let 9?F B be a mapping B -> (B) F given by the formula 
(\oc\)(pF>B = \(oc)F\. 
From 8.5., 8.8., 8.11. we get 
8.12. (pFiB is one-to-one map of B onto (B) F. 
Instead of \(oc) F \ | a |* will be used, i.e. in a more general way 
x* -= (x) (pFiB for x G B. 
8.13- Let fi: X~>Y. Let (x) $ = y. Then (x*) [($) F] = y*. 
Proof. Let oc: A-^ X be one-pointed, | a | = x. Then (oc) F. (/3) F i8 
one pointed with the value | a/? |*. Simultaneously we have (x*) [(/?) F] =* 
(I M F |) [(fi) F] = (2) [(a) F (ft) F] where 2 is quite arbitrary element of 
(A) F. Further on (z) [(oc) F . (/?) F] = (z) [(a/3) F] = | a/3 |*. On the 
other hand | oc/i \ = y. 
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8.14. Let a, b e A, a < b. Let a* < b*, x, y e X. Then x* < y* exactly 
when x < y. 
Proof. Let x < y. There exists a mapping (i : A -> X such that 
(A) /? = {x, y} and (a) 0 = x, (b) 0 = y. Then (a*) 0* = a>*, (6*) 0* = y* 
(it follows from 8.13), so x* < y*. 
Let x* < y*. There exists (I: A ~> X so that (a*) 0* = a:*, (6*) ft* = y* 
and [(4) F] /?* = {a;*, */*}. Again, from 8.13 we get (a) 0 = x, (b) p = */, 
so # < y. 
8.15. Let a, be >} a <b. Let a* A b*. Let x, y e X e 0(X*). Then 
x < y exactly when x* > y*. 
The proof is similar to that of 8.14. 
8.16. Let a, b e A, a < b. Then a*, b* are comparable. 
Proof. Admit a* \\b* {a*}, {b*} are components in (A)F. Then y: 
A -> A exists such that (a*) y* = 6*, (b*) y* = a*. Then (a) y = 6, 
(b) y = a, which is impossible. 
8.14, 8.15, 8.16 imply. 
8.17. DO not let A be an antichain. Then cpFB is simultaneously for all B 
a relation-isomorphism or antiisomorphism. 
8.18. DO not let B be an antichain, F, G two equivalences of X* such that 
<PF,B
 an^ <PG B are simultaneously relation-isomorphisms or antiisomorph 
isms. Then F and G are naturally equivalent. 
Proof. Define for every B e 0(X*) (B) y: (B) F -> (B) G as follows. 
Let x e (B) F. According to 8.12 cpF B is one-to-one mapping of B onto 
(B) F. Let (x') <pFtB = x. Put (x) [(B) y] = (*') yG,B • (B) y
 i s by 




(B)y> 10) V 
(oc)G 
(B)G +(C)G 
commutes for all <x: B -> C 
8.19. Let JlTbe a category, ft a system of classes of naturally equivalent 
equivalences. In X there can be defined a multiplication by means of 
composition of representatives. In regard to this multiplication ft satis-
fies the axioms for group multiplication and it is called automorphism class 
group (see [9], p. 28). 
8.20. Every full subcategory X* of X% has the trivial or the two-point 
automorphism class group. 
Proof. If X* consists only of 0, the assertion is clear. So let X* 
contain a non-void set. If X* consists of antiehains, then by 8.12 and 
8.13 every two equivalences are naturally equivalent, so ft* consists 
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of one class. If Jf'* contains an object, which is not an antichain, we 
get the assertion by 8.18. 
From 8.20 following theorem (see [9] p. 30) can be proved. 
8.21. The automorphism class group SK2 possesses two elements. 
Proof. Let F be the identity functor on X2, G the functor defined as 
follows (A, <)G = (A, -<), where s £ b = a >- b, (oc) G = a. F and G 
are equivalences in Jf"2, which are not naturally equivalent. 
One can see from following examples that in 8.20. "full" cannot 
be omitted and "the category of small categories" cannot be put in the 
place of Jfg (compare with the considerations in [9] p. 29). 
8.22. Let Kx and K2 be two different objects from J f 2. Let H(K?, Kj) 
(j = 1, 2) consists only of the identity map, H(KX, K2) = H^ (Kx, K2), 
H(K2, Kx) = 0. The obtained category will be denoted by Jf. So X is 
a subcategory in X2. Let TZ be an arbitrary permutation of H(KX, K2). 
Then the functor Fa, for which (K?) F^ = K? and (a) Fn = (oc) TC for 
a eH^-(Kx, K2) is an equivalence on X, as Fn . Fn_x and FJC_1FJC are 
equal to the identity functor. Simultaneously, functors belonging to the 
different permutation are not equivalent as on Kx and K2 in X there exist 
only the identity morphisms. So the automorphism class group for X is 
isomorphic to the permutation group on the set H^(KX, K2). 
8.23. Let J f be a category with one object a and with morphisms 
Hjf(a, a) = F, where F is a free non cyclic group. Let {£;}/e.I be some 
complete system of free generators in F, £', £" two of them. Define 
(a) Ft = ( I V a f , (a) Fr = (I")"
1 a f for a e F, (a) F^> = (a) Fr =-, 
= a . Ft', F|" are clearly equivalences. Let us admit that (p is a natural 
equivalence carrying F*> into F£" ,i.e. for every a e F it holds (£') ~
x af'9? = 
= ^ ( D " 1 af". Let a = f. Then ^(f ' ) - 1 f T = f > , so £'£" = f V ^ V 
Let 99 = f J1... f*j be the noncancelable form for (p. Then f"fr*' • • • 
... f i"*1?'f?1... tft' = f'£" hence f x = f'. In the same way we get | 2 = ... 
. . . == £t = £'? so £ = 0 (i.e. 9? is a unit for F) or t = 1. In both cases f'f" = 
= l"f'» which is impossible. So card 51 ^ card J. 
8.24. Now, we construct a category j f with two-element automorphism 
class group which cannot be embedded in 3C2 as a full subcategory. 
0(Jf) = {a,b}, a^b, H(a,a) = {la}, H(b,b) = {lb}, H(a,b) = 
= {<px, <p2}, (px =£ <p2, H(b, a) = 0. The identity functor is the only 
equivalence in Jf, No full embedding of Jf in Jf2 exists, as K, Ye 
eO(JT2),X^0^Y=>Hjr%(X,Y)^0. 
9. CATEGOBIES W I T H THE O R D E R E D SETS OF MORPHISMS 
9.1. A category jf* is said to have the ordered sets of morphisms, if 
1. A, B e 0(Jf) => H^A, B) e 0 ( JQ. 
2. a <£ ft => ay g /fy, if the compositions are defined. 
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3. a <^ /? => yoc <L yft, if the compositions are defined. 
Briefly Crif is called an O- category. 
9.2. A subcategory JT' in an O-category JT, which is provided with 
the restrictions of orders of J f is said to be a good subcategory in Jf. 
9.3. Let A,BeO(Jf2). Order H(A, B) as the cardinal power, i.e. 
oc, l3 e H(A, B), oc <^ ft == (x) oc <^ (x) fi for all x e A. Jf2 is then an o-ca-
tegory. 
9.4. Let Jf and Jf' be o-categories. Let F be isomorphic mapping of 
the category JT onto the category JT', for which oc <Z ft <=> (oc) F <L (/?) F. 
Then F is called O-isomorphic mapping. W is said to be O-isomorphic 
to Jf\ This relation is clearly symmetrical. 
9.5. Every small o-category $ is o-isomorphic to a certain good subcategory 
of CtiC2. There exists such an o-isom,orphic mapping that the monomorphisms 
of $C are carried into one-to-one mappings. 
The proof runs as in Eilenberg—MacLane theorem. Let (x) T == 
= ]T H(u, x) for x e Opf) (Z means here the cardinal sum of ordered 
weO( j f) 
sets). Let oc : x -> y . (oc) T is defined as follows; for /S": u -> x it is 
(0) [(«) T] = /fo. 
a) (a) T is an isotone mapping of (x) T into (*/) T. 
Proof. From y <; /? in /7(.r. j/) we get ya 5g /5a => (y) [(a) T] ^ 
(/?) [(*) n-
b) Clearly (1.) T = l W r 
c) (a) T (/J) T = (/5a) T. 
Proof. Let a: x-^y, (5: y -> z, y e (x) T .y e #(w, *) =>(y) [(a) T] = 
= ya . (y) [(a) 7(0) T] = (yx) [(/?) T] = ya/5 = (y) [(a/?) T]. 
d) Let a, /? e #(»;, y), a ^ /5. Then (a) T ^ (/S) T. 
Proof. (l,)[(a) T] = l*a = a ^ 0 = lj9 = (1J [(ffl T]. 
e) Let (a) T, (0) T e HXt[(x) T, (y) T]. Then 
(a) T^(p)T^x^p. 
Proof. 1. Let a ^ /5. Then for y : u-+x we have ya ^ y/?.So (y) 
[(«) ^] ^ (y) M T] for y e (as) T. 
2. Let (a) T ^ (/3) T. Then ya ^ y/3 for all y 6 (a;) 7. So, in particular 
1.0..= a ^ /? = l j j . 
. f) Let a be a monomorphism in JT. Then (a) T is a monomorphism 
in £rif2 • 
Clear. 
So the proof of 9.5 is finished. 
9.6. To the foregoing theorem let us add following notes. 
1. There exists an o-category which is not isomorphic to any sub-
category in Jf2. ft
 c a n De s e e n from the fact that every category can be 
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regarded as o-category (H(a, b) are antichains) and there exist categories 
non embeddable in the category of the sets ([9], p. 108, [7]). 
2. I t is an open problem, what is the analogon for o-categories of the 
theorem 1 of [23], p. 14. To this problem see also [25]. 
3. The property to be o-category is not amalgamic (definition of 
an amalgamic property see [24] p. 148, 1. Metadefinition). Let us prove 
it by an example. Let a category Jf* possess objects a, c, t^, c2, c3, Of** 
objects b, c, cx, c2. c3 and let morphisms be as on figure (identities are 
not displayed) JU : c2 -> cx, v : c2 -> c3. 
a 
Let the following relations hold: 
ľ2 = fV> Џ* 
vг = fУJ , v2 = 
тtx = o 2 a, co2 
<*i 
a9. 
Pil*, a 2 = ^ . yx = fixv, 
= /?, vy = fi> orx =. | a x , o 2 = f a a , T, = £ & , T 2 = £/S2, 
ly2 > T ^ = CT̂ , T2ltf = or2, T-^ = vx, r2v = t>2, 0)! = axot, 
Xlf$> n% = T2,#> ^3 = VlY> % «" V2?' 
Let aj. > a2 , y2 > yx> ßx \\ ß 2 . So also ax > a2, v2 > vx, o)x > лг co3 < 7Z%+ Suppose now that this amalgam (consisting of the categories «3T* 
and jt** with the amalgamated subcategory possesing as objects 
c, cx, c2, c3, and morphisms p, v, aXi a2, rx, T 2 , VX, V2) is contained as 
a good subcategory in an o-category JT. As co2 =7-- n2 and co2 = Tj/? = 
== Sfijfi9 n2 = r^ = | & £ one gets in J ^ ? - 02/3. Put 3X = &0, 
^2 = &,#• I t is dx = yxy = /?*/? = axa, (52 = y2y = /S2/? = a2a. 
We have implications 
dx = aja, d2 -= a2a, 
which contradicts one the other. 
ocx > oc2=> ðx > å2> 
yг < y2=> òx < å2> 
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4. In consequence of 3 . the existence of a universal o-category in the 
sence of [24] p. 143 remains to be an open problem. 
9.7. Let CtiC be a category, in which for all x,ye 0(Jf) H(x, y) is 
an ordered set. Such category will be called a ivo-category. 
9.8. An example of a wo-category, which is not an o-category (even 
neither 1. nor 2. is valid) is the category Jfg" defined in the following way: 
O(jf+) = Opfg), set of morphisms H^+(X, Y) is the set of all mappings 
of the set X into Y ordered as expF X (see [22]). 
9.9. For every small wo-category there exists one-to-one mapping T' 
of 0(X) into 0(JT2
+) and M(Jf) into M(Jf+) such that 
V. (a/3) T' = (a) T (fi) T' 
2'. a ^ £ <-> (a) T' ^ (fi) T'. 
(V is fullfilled, whenever ocfi is defined). 
Proof. Let (x) T, (a) T be defined as in 9.5. Let for every x e 0(X) 
(x) T' = {x} 0 (x) T9 (x) [(a) T'] = a for all a e H(x, y), (/3) T' = (0) T 
for /? e (x) T. From the definition of exp r X one gets immediately 2'. 
Let us prove V. for x . (x) [(ocp) T'] = a/?, (x) [(a) T'(fi) Tf] = 
= (a) [(p) T'] = a/3. For y ^ x V. is clear. 
9.10. One cannot demand in general (1^) Tf = \9)T' in 9.9. Let us 
give an example. 
Let J f be a category with one object a and H(a, a) be a cyclic two 
element group {l f l ,a} . Let e.g. 1 > a. Admit that A e 0(Jf£) and 
morphism a3 e H^+(A, A) exist so that the subcategory in JQ* with 
the object A and the set of morphisms {1^, a,} is isomorphic to J.T 
even as for order, so 1^ > ocx. Let z be a minimal element of A, for which 
z 7= (z) ax. Then z > (z) ocx, oc^ is one-to-one map onto A, as af = 1 4 . 
So (z) a la1 7̂  (z) ax which contradicts the minimality of z. 
10. THE PRODUCTS IN JT6 
Now, we shall be interested in studying of the category Jf6, which 
is the only category in our considerations possessing a zero object. 
A zero morphism will be denoted by co. It is routine to check the existence 
of kernels and cokernels of morphisms of Jf*6. 
10.1. Let (N, n, v), (P, p, n) e 0pT6) Let JU: N -> Pbea monomorphism. 
Then ju is a normal monomorphism (see [16]) iff it is a relMion-isomorphic 
mapping of N into P and (N) [x is a convex subset in P (X c: P is convex, 
if x,z e X and x < y < z implies y e X). 
Proof. Let fjb possess the demanded properties. Let fiy = co, y: P -> S. 
Let s be the distinguished element of 8. Then (N) JU c (s) y1. Let 
x e P - (N) p. 
Admit z e (N) ju exists such that x > z. Then v 11 x or v < x for all 
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v e (N) [A (consequence of the convexity of (N) p in P). Let R =_= {#*> */*}> 
x* > y*, y* will be the distinguished element of R. Let yx: p -> R he 
defined as follows: (y) yx = x* for y = x, (y) yx = i/* otherwise. Let a: 
K -> P be a morphism for which a/? = to for all morphisms with ^/9 = <w. 
As /!}>! = <w, ay t = co, too. The procedure is similar also in the case 
when for x e P — (N) ju, there exists in (N) jbt an element greater then x 
or all elements of (N)/u are incomparable with x. 
If we notice that x non e (y*) yf1, we get (K) a <= (N) fji. As /̂  is 
a relation-isomorphie mapping, it induces an inversible mapping fix 
of N onto (N) fx (p being the distinguished element of (N) fi). Then 
a — ocx(j,i
lfJL, where ocx is the map of K onto (N) ju induced by the mapping a 
So a = a'// for oc' = a^J"1. 
On the contrary, let ^ be a normal monomorphism. Admit that 
(N) JU is not convex in P . So x e P — (N) JU exists such that (x) y = s 
for all y: P —> (S, 5, #) for which /̂ y = co. Let P ' be the convex hull 
of (N) JU, in P (i.e. the least convex subset in P containing (N) JU). Let a 
be the mapping of P' in P induced by the identity \P>. Then ay = co 
and a cannot be written as oc'/x. So P ' = (N) p. Let /^ be the induced 
mapping of N onto P' induced by /u. Then \P> -= oc'jbtx and so JUX is an 
inversible mapping. So fi is an relation-isomorphie mapping of N into P . 
10.2. In the sequel following commonly known proposition will be 
used without any reference. 
Let oc: N -> P, xeP. Then (x) or1 is a convex set in N. 
10.3. Let R be a decomposition of N e Opf6), elements of which are 
one-element subsets with one possible exception and this exceptional 
element, when exists, is a convex subset of N. In R one defines the rela-
tion Q in an usual way, i.e. XQY ^ there exist xeX, yeY so that 
x = y. The transitive hull of Q will be noted as = and it is clearly an 
order of R. The distinguished element of R will be defined as that 
containing the distinguished element of N. 
10.4. ft: N —» (P, p, TZ) is a normal epimorphism, iff x e P, x # p => 
=> (x) /z -1 is one-pointed and the mapping Jl of the decomposition R belong-
ing to [j, is a relation-isomorphism of R on P (for order in R see 10.3). 
Proof. Let ju have the demanded properties. Let a e M(Jf9), 
a : N -> U and y\x = co •=> yoc = co. Let x e (p) ju1, yx: {x, n) -> N 
be inclusion mapping. It is yxju = OJ. So yxoc = co and (x) oc = u. 
Therefore (u) or1 3 (p) ju~x. Let 2* be the decomposition on the set N 
belonging to the mapping oc. The relation fg on T will be defined as in 
10.3 for R. As oc is an isotone mapping, ^ is an order. T is a covering 
of R, let d be the mapping of R onto T given by incidence of elements. 
d is clearly a relation-homomorphism of R onto T.Ji is by assumption 
relation-isomorphism of R onto P . I t holds a = /a(ia)~
1<5a/, where a' is 
the mapping of N onto (N) a induced by a. 
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On the contrary, let fi be a normal epimorphism. Let R be the de-
composition on N, elements of which are (p) fx~x and one-point sets {x} 
for x e N — (p) pr*1. Let (p) pi1 be the distinguished element of R ordered 
according to 8.3. Let oc be the canonical mapping of N onto R. Clearly 
oc e Mpf6). If £fx = co, so £oc = co, too. Hence a = fioc'. Let x, y e N — 
— (p) fi~x, x i=- y. Then (x) oc ^ (y) oc and so (x) fi ^ (y) fi. That proves 
that the decomposition belonging to fx possesses the demanded properties. 
Let (X) ju ^ (Y) Jt, xeX,yeY. Then (x) pi = (X) Ji ^ (Y) Jl = (y) fi, 
i.e. (x) fjioc' ^ (y)juoc', i.e. X = (x) oc ^ (y) oc = Y. So fi is a relation-
isomorphism. 
10.5. By [5] a regular product is defined in such a way: 
Let J f be a category with zero morphisms. An object a is called 
a regular product of objects a?-, j e J i=- 0, if for every j e J a^ : aj -> a; 
TCj: a -> a; are given and it holds: 
I. aj7ij = la j, a-iij = co for j ^f. 
II. For each b e 0($C) and oc, fi e Hjp(a. b) the equalities a^oc = a$ 
for all j e J imply oc = fi. Put a = Yi aj-
i e J 
Let us remark that (a) from [5] is not satisfied in Jf6 as it can be seen 
from 10.4. (i.e. there exists a morphism not possessing a normal image). 
Following theorem is valid. 
10.6. F T Aj = Z * -4,(-£* means a free join in J Q . 
jej jej 
Proof. Let C = [\ A,- be a regular product of objects Aj e 0(Jf6), 
jej 
a-r 7r7 being the corresponding morphisms. Let T = \J (Aj) ay It is 
T c C. Admit xeC - T. Put Tx = T U {x}. Construct T2 from Tx 
by taking an embedded antichain {y, z) in the place of x. The 
distinguished element of T2 be that of C. I t belongs to T. Let 9̂ (9̂ 2) 
be the mapping of Tx in T2, which is the identity on T and (x) cpx = y 
\(x) cp2 = z]. It is cpx ^ cp2 and a^tpx = a^cp2 for jeJ. So # does not 
exist, in other words, C = T. Jjetjx,j2 eJ,j1 ^ j 2 . Let c be the distin-
guished element of C. Let x e (Ajt) a^ (1 (AjJ a^. Let (x) jr7l = xx, 
(x) nj2 = x2. It is aj17tj2 = co and a^x = ^AJ • Hence (xx) a^ = x 
and x2 is the distinguished element of Aj%. From ajjij% = 1^ it follows 
that cr?-2 is a monomorphism and (x2) a^ = x. So a; == c. We see that 
(Aj) a^ have pairwise only the element c in common. As a^ are mono-
morphisms, we can take Z * A* as a carrier of C and the relation ^ x on C 
jej 
is greater or equal to the relation of Z * -4/ (this relation will be denoted 
jej 
as <g). cr? is injection in the free join. The equality am. = l j^ implies 
that a^ is a relation-isomorphism of Aj onto (̂ 4?) (T?-, ior j -7-. f or?-;7iy = 
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= oj --> (AA amy = {ay}, where ay is the distinguished element of Ay. 
Let x e Ah, ye Ah, (a;) ah <lx (y) ah. 
1 k ^ J2- T h e n (») tf/i7^ = (y) <V*/« ^ ah = 2/- Analogously we 
get x <L ax. Hence (x) ah <^ (y) ah. 
2. Letji = j 2 . Then cc <L y in .A?l and so (x) ah _ (?/) o"/2. This implies 
that the relations <ZX and ^ are equal. 
10.7. The assertion 10.6 can be deduced from the results of [5], in 
the fact from 4.3, 4.4, 4.5., 4.6 of [5], as those results have been mostly 
proved under weaker assumptions as a) or b) (b): every bimorphism 
is inversible). 
10.8. An object a of a category JT will be called a special subdirect 
sum of objects a?- ,jeJ, J e 0, if for each j e J the mappings o~?-: a;- -> a, 
Tfy: a -> a?- are given and it holds: 
F) aj7tj = lflj, (T?.jr?- = m for j ^f. 
II') If pTij = y7r; for b e 0(Jf). /?, y e H(b, a) and each j e J, then 
/J = y. 
We shall write a = £* a-. 
10.9. Let {(Aj, a?-, a?)}7-6j, J ^ 0 be a system of objects in jf6. Let C 
be its special subdirect sum. Similarly as in 10.7 cr?- are relation-iso-
morphic mappings of A?. in C. Let xeC. Put (x) Tij = #?. One can 
easily see that a one-to-one mapping <pof (7into c 'rtesian product [\ A^ 
jej 
is defined, namely (x) <p = (. . ., #?, . . .). So the carrier of C can be 
considered to be equal to (C) <p <= [\ -4,;• The corresponding order of 
(C) <p will be denoted as _:*. From o*?7r? = 1 ^ , afiy = rD for j 7-= 
-?-=/ it follows for x e A^ that (x) a^ = ( . . . , a?-x, . . ., a;, . . . , ah, . . . ) , 
where a? stands for j-coordinate of (#) cr?. Further, if # ^ 2/ in A^-, it is 
(x) r/?. ^ (#) a?. So C contains all elements of the form (. . ., ah, 
x, . . ., ah, . . .) for x e A?, j e J and the ordering <l2 on this subset 
(for a given j) defined coordinatewise is contained in <L*. 
Define the relation Q on C in the following manner; x,yeC, XQy iff 
there exists j such that /-coordinate of the elements x and y, j ' ^ j , 
is equal to a?. and #?. <L y^. Let <LX be the transitive hull of £. <^x is clearly 
an ordering of C. Evidently x <L xy => x fg * y. 
Let x <L* y. Then (x) jtj fg (y) nj in A?., i.e. x <L2 y (<L2 coordinatewise 
order). 
The foregoing properties of C in f l Aj are characteristic for special 
j€j 




a) C* contains all elements all coordinates of which with possible 
exception of one are equal to the distinguished elements of the cor-
responding Aj. 
/?) Let <__+ be an ordering of C* containing _^__and contained in <J2. 
Then C* is a special subdirect sum of {A?} ; e/ . 
Proof is evident. 
So we can conclude. 
10.10. A set D is a special subdirect sum of Aj, j e J =£ 0, iff it is 
isomorphic to C* c j ] ^ . with the properties <x), ft). 
jej 
10.11. Now we shall describe all natural transformations between 
direct and free joins of two objects (+ denotes free join, X direct join, 
A, H in A + B are supposed to be disjunct). 
Define two functors Fx, F2: JT6 X JT6 ~> Jf6 as follows: 
Fx: Let ApBf e 0(JT9), j = 1, 2, <x,:Ax-+A2, p: BX->B2. Then 
(Ax, Bx) Fx = Ax + Bx, (x) (a, /3) Fx = (x) a for x e Ax, x ^ ax; 
(x) (a, /3) Fj, = (x) (J for x e Bx, x -^ bx, if x is the distinguished element 
of Ax + Bx (see 6.13) then (x) (a, ff) Fx is the distinguished element 
of A2 + H2. 
F2: Under the same assumptions as for Fx 
(Ax, Bx) F2^AxxBx, ((x, y » [(a, fi) F2] = 
((x) a, (x) ft. 
Following mappings (p and (p', (p", (p" are evidently natural transfor-
mations of Fx to F2. 
<P<A,sy • A + B -> A x B, (x) <p(A,By = <x,by for x e A, x ^ a, 
(?/) ^<A,B> = <#> yy ^or y e B, y ^ b and if c is the distinguished element 
of A + H, then (c) (p(A,B> = <a> ^>-
<P<A,B>: A + B->A x B, (z) (p[A,By = <a, by for z e A. + B. 
<P\A,BY' A + B-+A X B, (X) y\A,By = <x, by for xe A, x -£ a, 
(x) (p\AiBy = <&> b> otherwise. 
<?V,B>: A + B-+A x B (x) (p"lAfBy = <«, «> for # e .#, # ^ b, 
(%) <rVA,B> = <&> &> otherwise. 
We shall prove that no other natural transformation of Fx to F2 exists. 
Let x he a natural transformation of Fx to F2. Let A?, J5;- have the above 
meaning. Admit that there exists z e Ax + Bx, z e A so that (2) ^ ^ . B ^ = 
= <a>2/>> ^ ¥^bx. 
Let a: -4X -> Ax be the identity, jS: Bx-+Bx the zero map. Then 
[(*) [(a, /?) FJ] %<^1,B1> - <*, y> # <*, 6i> - [(*) J ^ B - ) ] (a, /»)*• , * 
contradiction. 
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So XiAhBxy induces a mapping of the set Ax into the set of the elements 
of the form (x, bx>. Let (z) %<AX,BX} = <#> bi> f °
r zeAx, z ^ ax. P u t 
(z) 7tAl = x, (ax) TIAX = ax. We shall prove tha t nAl is independent on Bx: 
Let 7iAl be an analogical mapping defined by means of Ax + J52. Let 
a = 1 ^ , /S: JB 1 ->J5 2 be the zero map. Then, if z e Ax + 2?x, zeAx, 
we get [(«) ^<A1,B1>] (*>/) ^2 = <(*) ^ &2>> [(*) [(a, j8) FJ] ^<A1,B2> = 
= («) z<^i .^ i> ^ < ( 2 ) ^ i ' fe2>; h e n c e (z) ^ A x = (*) ^ A i -
Let* a: A1->A2,
 z e ^ i - Then (z) omA^ ~ (z) 7tAloc. So ^ gives 
a natural transformation of the identity functor I on Jf6 to I. 
Suppose there exist Ax e O p f 6 ) and x e Ax such tha t x -?= (a;) TC^ 7^ ax . 
Let A = {#, (a;) 7tAl, ax}, as for order let it be an antichain with ax as 
the distinguished element. Let a: A -> Ax, (x) a = #, ((#) TTJ.) a = 
= (ax) a = ax. If (cr) ^ = x, then (or) jr^a = x =7= (X).OCTZAI = (x) 7tAl, 
a contradiction . If (x) nA ^ a?, then (x) 71 Aa == ax ^ (x) ocnAl = (x) nAl. 
So always (x) nA = a; or a. Suppose there exist Ax e 0(J^6) x,y e Ax, 
x ^ ax ^ y such t h a t (#) rc^ = ax, (y) nAl = 2/. Let A = {#, ?/, ax} be 
an antichain with ax as the distinguished element . One immediately 
sees t h a t (y) nA = y. Let a: 4̂ -> Ax, (x) a = y, (y) a = #, (ax) a = ax . 
Then x = (y) ^ a ^ (y) OCTZAI = (a;) TT^. = ax. 
So 7r^ is identity map or zero map. We shall prove tha t nA is simul-
taneously for all Al identi ty or zero map. Let A' e 0(Jf6), card A' > 1, 
a/ the zero map A[' -> -A', nA> = a/ . Let Ax e 0(JfQ). Let a: .A ' -> Ax 
be such tha t (A ') a is a two-point set. Then omAl = co'a = co, so 
7tA = OJ as 7tAl 9= 1^!- Let ^42 have Hasse diagram 
According to the previous considerations TCJ2 = to. There exists a: 
A2 -> A with card .A2 = . 2, a € i f (Jf.6) for all A e 0(Jf6) with card .A ^ 2, 
As above on gets nA = eo. 
Combining these results with similar ones for B we get the assertion. 
Remark. I n JT 2 and the more in 3fx no natural transformation for 
functors analogous to Fx and F2 exists. 
10.12. I t is easy to see t ha t the only riatural transformations of F% 
in Ft are induced by zero maps or the projections (to A or to B). 
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